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 S&G Youth Caravan is on The Route of YO!Fest2018          

Starting from 

Ankara, 

through the 

culture route 

on Balkans and 

arriving to 

Strasbourg in 

France. 

Bulgaria, 

Macedonia, 

Serbia, 

Slovenia, 

Hungary, 

Austria, 

Germany, 

France. Route 

of Return: 

Switzerland, 

Italy, Greece 

heading through Turkey. 
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YO!Fest Info 

EYE2018 shall take place on 1 and 2 June 2018 in the European Parliament's seat in Strasbourg. It is a 

unique opportunity for young Europeans to make their voices heard. During the event, they will: 

Come up with ideas for the future of Europe; Discuss with European decision makers; Join more than 

8,000 young people from all over Europe 

For the third edition of the European Youth Event in Strasbourg, the European Parliament is once again 

seeking to build a platform for regular and continuous dialogue between young people and key European 

decision makers. 

The Yo!Fest programme for 2018 is about engaging with young people by providing a space for discussion, 

debate and learning. The programme focuses on topics young people find interesting and relevant using 

engaging and innovative methods. 

The Yo!Fest programme is mindful to not just ‘talk to the youth sector’ but rather broaden the relevance to 

mobilise young people in to social action. The Yo!Fest programme will bring together key stakeholders 

from policy areas that influence the lives of young people to engage in open, two way dialogue. All 

programme content is rooted in solutions and outcomes to ensure Yo!Fest 2018 has a lasting legacy. 

Learning Activities - These included in the Yo!Fest programme aim to provide young people with a new 

skill or deep understanding of a given topic. 
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General concept of the hubs: 

Objectives will be in line with the Yo!Fest 2018 concept note: we must create a meaningful space for 

discussions that are solution orientated with outcomes that contribute to the Yo!Fest legacy;             

Issues that will be discussed and the objectives we strive to achieve must be focused on young 

people;                                                                                                                                              

Each hub will focus on 4-5 issues, and activities that will be organized in those hubs will tackle 

solutions to those issues;                                                                                                                                                                                  

The themes of the hubs (set by the European Parliament) will be interpreted in a positive and 

constructive way 

Programme 

Shaping the programme of such a large event is a bit like putting the pieces of a puzzle. Put the right 

pieces in the right place and you’ll get the big picture!  • Target: 150 panels and workshops (both indoor 

and outdoor) 

-50 panels by EP (10 per theme);   -Around 40 panels by EP partners 

-Around 15 panels by YFJ;  -Slots for activities by YO!Fest partners AND other CSO/institutional partners 

(complementary approach!) 

-But also games, animations and artistic performances!;  -Dynamic indoor/outdoor 

System and Generation – S&G  is Member of Organisation Committee of YO’Fest2018  
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YO!Fest 2016 - PREVIOUS EVENT 

 
On 20-21 May 2016, the European Parliament in Strasbourg opened 

its doors once again and welcomed 7,500 young Europeans, who had 
a unique opportunity to meet and discuss with European decision 

makers. Participants were encouraged to come up with their own ideas 
for how to improve Europe under the event's slogan: "Together we 

can make a change". EYE2016 featured hundreds of engaging 
activities, such as debates, hearings, workshops and digital games all 

centered around five themes: 
War and peace: Perspectives for a peaceful planet 

Apathy or participation: Agenda for a vibrant democracy 
Exclusion or access: Crackdown on youth unemployment 

Stagnation or innovation: Tomorrow's world of work 
Collapse or success: New ways for a sustainable Europe 

As follow-up to the event, a team of young reporters coordinated by the 
European Youth Press drafted a comprehensive report, which outlined 

50 of the most substantial ideas that were raised under the five 
themes. The report included exclusive interviews with speakers, MEPs 

and participants, a series of info graphics, graphs and social media 
content, as well as a political commentary from the European Youth 

Forum. The ideas showcased in the report were circulated to all MEPs. 
In addition, participants presented and debated their ideas within ten 

parliamentary committees in the months after the event. 
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The Journey - Photo Exhibition will start with farewell ceremony 

  organized by S&G  on 19th of May, 2018. 

Our Game "IMAGINE: migrant journeys" -Eurodesk Network Prize Winner 2017 and output of The 
Project granted by ALF- shall be played and Photo Exhibition shall be held at the following venues with 

advocacy debates entitled “18 at 18” 

Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Youth Center on May 20th 

Sofia&Primorsko / Bulgaria on  May 21-22nd 

 Skopje/ Macedonia on  May 23-24th 

Novi Sad / Serbia on  May 25th 

Kecskemet / Hungary on  May 26-27th 

Krsko / Slovenia on May 28th 

Vienna / Austria on  May 29-30th 

                                                           Stuttgart / Germany on  May 30-31st 

                   YO!Fest 2018 Strasbourg / France on  June 1-2nd 

Venice-Ancona / Italy on 3-6th of June 

Greece on 7-10th of June 
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A copy of the game was sent to “Table Top Gaming” Magazine where the game was reviewed by professional team of 

game developers(https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1W8G9qFJXi2M3haaUp5OWtQTGM/view). The partner from 

Sweden was sharing information about the project on a domain that they own (http://www.migrantjourneys.com/) 

S&G was publishing all updates related to the project on our webpage 

( http://www.systemandgeneration.com/en/news/p2_articleid/131)        

( http://www.systemandgeneration.com/en/news/p2_articleid/183 ) .  

We created special Facebook group where we were sharing all events, pictures and articles related to the project. The 

people and organizations that we sent the game to have access to the page and were able to publish pictures from 

their workshops with the game (https://www.facebook.com/groups/1827837090874248/?fref=ts )  

Winning the Eurodesk Network Award for 2017 gave huge visibility to the project on European and international level 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ol7k_-Bwx64&t=8s )  

We created several videos to promote the game ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tIs1M3tnY8 ) 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=epC9EhSi3p4&feature=youtu.be ).  

For better understanding of the game we created explanation video with the rules of the game : 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOwXGBSiz2A ) 
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At the end of the journey, 8,000 young people will meet in front of the European Parliament and 

we will participate YO'Fest in 2018. 

We shall be with the Midian fisherman Kostas Pinteris who has been nominated for the Nobel Peace 

Prize throughout his journey and saved the lives of thousands of refugees in Strasbourg as Living 

Library. 

You are kindly invited to collaborate with us!..  

Questions about The Journey of S&G - Photo Exhibition: 

Would you like to organize a venue for exhibition of photos about The Journey of S&G - Photo 
Exhibition when we arrived at your city? Could you invite all related parties and disseminate it? 
Could you organize a cocktail for opening? If Yes, How? 

 

Would you like to accommodate/host 4-5 members of S&G Team travelling through Cultural Path 
of Europe from Turkey for 1 or 2 nights during the stay at your country? If Yes, How? 

Please write your Name and email:  

Thank You!... 

Gürkan Akçaer LEAR&President of S&G / Co-Coordinator of ALF Turkey 

Email: office@systemandgeneration.com   
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